
 

WHY PACIFIC RIM CABINETS? 

1. We customize and engineer every individual job, giving our 
customers the flexibility to pick and choose exactly what they want 

2. All our boxes (including backs) are a full 5/8” or 3/4” thickness and we 
use 5 different methods to assemble our cabinets (tongue and dado, 
dowel, glue, pin (hold the back square) and confirmat screws) 

3. We only use Blum Premium hardware- originators of soft close 
technology, manufactured in Austria 

4. Soft close hinges or slides and integrated door bumpers are standard 
5. Our particle board is 50-pound pressed, making it incredibly strong 
6. We use a thicker, higher quality melamine paper, so you get a 

smooth finish over the particle board or mdf core 
7. We offer birch plywood boxes for an unmatched price point as an 

upgrade option to melamine, as well as a maple plywood option 
8. We lay our doors flat for all painting and staining instead of hanging 

them which can result in more paint runs, staple holes and possible 
pooling. This allows us to have thicker, more consistent coverage and 
a smoother finish 

9. We hand wipe all our stains instead of spraying which give them a 
better finish, won’t result in over staining or light edges and brings out 
the true characteristics of the wood 

10. Our trim and finishing details are cut on site to ensure the perfect fit 
-We’ve been CKCA certified for over 10 years (1 of only 12 companies 
in Canada) which allows for independent testing on our cabinet and 
drawer construction 
-We sell all over the world, specifically in Japan which speaks to how our 
price-to-quality is truly unmatched! 
-We have a 10 year limited liability warranty, giving you peace of mind 
that you have a quality product to be proud of 
-You get to work with interior designers and craftsman who take pride            
in giving you a product and a custom design that you will love for as long 
as you are in your home!    

 
 

 


